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Audrey Azoulay announces Nathalie Coste-Cerdan appointed Director General
FEMIS
Former chairwoman of Cine Canal Plus

Paris, Washington DC, 15.08.2016, 23:27 Time

USPA NEWS - Under the proposal of Audrey Azoulay, Minister of Culture and Communication, Francois Hollande, The French
President has appointed Nathalie Coste-Cerdan CEO Fémis. She will succeed Marc Nicolas as of July 15, 2016. She Successively
directed chains Ciné +, and the thematic cinema pole.

NATHALIE COSET CERDAN APPOINTED CEO AT FEMIS AFTER MANAGING CINE PLUS------------------------------Under the
proposal of Audrey Azoulay, Minister of Culture and Communication, Francois Hollande, The French President has appointed Nathalie
Coste-Cerdan CEO Fémis. She will succeed Marc Nicolas as of July 15, 2016.
She Successively directed chains Ciné +, and the thematic cinema pole before taking the management of Canal Film +, Nathalie
Coste-Cerdan will put her professionalism and detailed knowledge of the film world in all its diversity, to promote development and
radiation of this prestigious public school. She will be particularly focused on strengthening links between industry professionals and
students throughout their studies. It will also have at heart to continue the work to promote access to this school of excellence for all
talents and especially those from poor neighborhoods.-------------------------------------------
French Minister Audrey Azoulay pays tribute to the outstanding work of Marc Nicolas, who was able to expand the scope of the
teachings, strengthened international dimension of Fémis through partnerships with twelve major film schools worldwide and
committed the institution in the program PSL (Paris - Sciences - Lettres). He also set up several ambitious programs to promote equal
opportunities, such as La Residence created last year under the leadership of President of Raoul Peck's board. 
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